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Abstract—In order to estimate a fading channel characteristics, a pilot signal is propagated with traffic channel. Fading channel parameter estimation is of paramount importance as it may be utilized to design different equalization techniques. It may also be utilized to allocate weights of rake receiver to sturdiest multipaths as well as coherent reception and weighted combination of multipath constituents of wireless communication systems. In this paper, a pilot aided channel estimating technique for MIMO-CDMA systems is presented. This technique utilizes minimum mean squared error estimation of corrupted information in a flat fading channel along with noise. Simulation results predicts theoretical predictions are strongly validated for different values of SNR and users.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Design of an efficient receiver in code division multiple access (CDMA) system is perplexing as output (received) information carrying signal is compromised by Gaussian noise corrupted, interference and random nature of a flat fading channel. Fading channel parameter estimation is of paramount importance as it may be utilized to design linear and decision feedback equalizers. Moreover fading channel estimating techniques may also be utilized in employing well-known maximum ratio combining (MRC) method [1]. Detecting multipath flat fading channel parameters could be utilized to assign the weights of rake receiver to strong multipath(s) for a DS-CDMA system [1]. Pilot channel based estimating technique was utilized in IS-95 forward link [2]. It is used as for 3rd generation (3G) system on forward as well as converse link, respectively [3].

A flat fading channel estimating technique is the one, where we utilize a fixed low pass filter whose cutoff frequency is made equal to maximum Doppler frequency (MDF) [4]. Though this technique is easier to design, but its performance degenerates when its cutoff frequency strays from MDF. Optimal filters such as Wiener and Kalman were employed in [5], [6], [7], but designing them is extremely difficult due to channel parameter statistics requirement. Pilot-aided Rayleigh fading channel estimating technique utilizing minimum mean squared error (MMSE) estimator for single-input single-output (SISO) CDMA systems is developed in [8]. In our paper, we have designed a channel estimation technique for MIMO-CDMA wireless system which utilizes MMSE estimation of the impaired signal in the presence of Rayleigh fading channel and Gaussian noise (AWGN). To the best of our knowledge, multiple access interference (MAI) is simply treated as additive noise [9]. But in this research work, MMSE estimation of channel parameters is formed in presence MAI and noise without considering MAI as Gaussian. A unified approach of evaluating channel estimation for Rayleigh fading is also performed in this paper.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

CDMA transmitter model of a wireless network having M transmit and N receivers is shown in Fig. 1.

We are considering a Rayleigh fading channel having complex impulse response between the nth transmitter and nth receiver for the lth symbol is

\[ H_{mn}^l(t) = h_{mn}^l e^{j\phi} \delta(t) \]  

(1)

Where,

- \[ h_{mn}^l \] is the impulse response
- \[ \phi \] is phase of Rayleigh fading channel for lth symbol.

The pdf of \[ h_{mn}^l \] for the Rayleigh fading channel is given as

\[ f_{h_{mn}^l}(x) = \frac{\mu_F}{\sigma_h^2} \exp\left(-\frac{u^2}{2\sigma_h^2}\right), \quad \text{for} \quad u > 0, \]  

(2)

Where,

\[ \sigma_h^2 \] represents Rayleigh fading channel variance
$m^{th}$ receiver observes the following:

$$r_m (t) = \sum_{n=1}^{N} \sum_{p=1}^{\infty} A^p h^{l_1} (t)$$

$$+ \nu_m (t), \quad m = 1, 2, 3 \ldots M$$ (3)

Where,

$P$ represents number of users,

$s^{l_1, p} (t)$ represents rectangular signature waveform with random signature sequence of the $p^{th}$ user,

$T_b$ and $T_c$ represents bit period and chip interval,

$\nu$ represents Gaussian noise with zero mean and variance

Cross correlation (CC) between signature sequences of $j^{th}$ and $p^{th}$ users is

$$p^{l_1, j} = \int_{(l-1)T_b}^{lT_b} s^{l_1, p} (t) s^{l_1, j} (t) dt$$

$$= \sum_{i=1}^{N} c^{i, p} c^{i, j}$$ (4)

Where,

$\{c^{i, p}\}$ is assumed to be normalized spreading sequence of $k^{th}$ user.

Receiving side is comprised of matched filter and is matched to a signature waveform (signal) of desired user. We are assuming that user 1 is the desired one. So matched filter’s output may be set up as

$$y_m = \int_{(l-1)T_b}^{lT_b} r_m (t) s^{l_1, 1} (t) dt$$

$$= \sum_{n=1}^{N} h^{l_1} m + \kappa + \nu_m, \quad m = 1, 2, 3 \ldots M$$ (5)

Where,

$\kappa$ is MAI at the $m^{th}$ receiver in presence of flat fading Rayleigh channel. It may be set up as

$$\kappa = \sum_{n=1}^{N} \sum_{k=2}^{P} A^p h^{l_1} (t) h^{l_1} m, \quad m = 1, 2, 3 \ldots M$$ (6)

It may also be written as

$$\kappa = \sum_{n=1}^{N} Q^{l_1, p} h^{l_1} m, \quad m = 1, 2, 3 \ldots M$$ (7)

The term, $Q^{l_1, p} = \sum_{p=2}^{P} A^p h^{l_1} \rho_1$ exhibits the Gaussian behavior [10], $Q^{l_1, p} \sim N(0, \sigma_Q^2)$, and $\sum_{n=1}^{N} A^1 h^{l_1} m$ represent required signal. It may be expressed as

$$\sum_{n=1}^{N} A^1 h^{l_1} m = A^1 \sum_{n=1}^{N} h^{l_1} m$$ (8)

$$\alpha = \sum_{n=1}^{N} h^{l_1} m$$ is being used as sum of Rayleigh fading channel and considering the fact that equal power is transmitted by all users, we are defining

$$x = b^l \alpha$$ (9)

We are dropping the time index. Equation (5) can be written as

$$y_m = x + \kappa$$ (10)

Pdf of MAI plus noise as derived in [11] is

$$f_\kappa (\kappa) = \frac{1}{2\sqrt{\pi}} \sum_{n=1}^{N} A \Gamma \left( \frac{1}{2}, B \frac{\kappa^2}{C} \right)$$ (11)

Where,

$A = \frac{C_{mn}}{\sigma^2_{mn}} \exp (B)$,

$B = \frac{\sigma^2}{2\sigma^2_{mn}}$,

$C = 4\sigma^2_{mn}$

$\sigma^2_{mn} = \sigma^2_{1, m}$ is an MAI variance in MIMO-CDMA systems [12].

III. MMSE ESTIMATION OF MIMO-CDMA FLAT FADING CHANNEL

MMSE estimating method technique is well known in literature for estimation in the presence of AWGN. In this research work, this technique is extended to include MAI variance in estimating Rayleigh channel for MIMO-CDMA systems. MSE cost function of MMSE estimation is given as

$$J = E \left[ (u - \hat{u})^2 \right]$$ (12)

Where,

$\hat{u}$ is the estimate of $u$

A cost function is defined as

$$\hat{u} (v) = E [u \mid v]$$

$$= \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} u p (u \mid v) du$$ (13)

Estimation of $\alpha$ is obtained from (9)

$$\hat{\alpha} = \hat{u} / \beta$$ (14)
In order to determine $\hat{u}$, conditional pdf $p_{u|v}(u \mid v)$ is needed, which is given as

$$p_{u|v}(u \mid v) = \frac{p_{v|u}(v \mid u)p_{u}(u)}{p(v)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (15)

In order to utilize (15), $p_{u}(u)$ should be evaluated first. As $u$ is product of two random variables $c$ and $\alpha$, so its pdf may be calculated by using random variable transformation

$$p_{u}(u) = \int_{0}^{\infty} \frac{1}{\lambda} p_{c}(\lambda) p_{c}(\frac{u}{\lambda}) d\lambda$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)

Where, $p_{c}(c) = 0.5 [\delta (c + 1) + \delta (c - 1)]$ and $p_{c}(\alpha)$ is the pdf of sum of Rayleigh fading random variables. pdf of the sum of Rayleigh fading random variables is given as [13]

$$p_{SAA}(t) = \frac{t^{2N-1}e^{-\frac{t^{2}}{2\pi}}}{2^{N-1}b^{N} (N-1)!},$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)

$$b = \frac{\sigma^{2}}{N} [(2N-1)!!]^{1/N}$$

Integral in (21) is calculated as

$$p_{x}(x) = \frac{G}{b^{N}} u^{2N-1} \exp \left( -\frac{u^{2}}{2Nb} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (22)

Pdf of $p_{y|x}(v \mid u)$ is calculated by (11) to obtain

$$p_{v|u}(v \mid u) = \frac{1}{2\sqrt{\pi}} \sum_{n=1}^{N} \sqrt{\frac{1}{2}} \Gamma \left( \frac{1}{2}, \frac{(v-u)^{2}}{C} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (23)

Since $\int_{-\infty}^{\infty} p_{u|v}(u \mid v) du = 1$, $p(v)$ is set up as

$$p(v) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} p_{v|u}(v \mid u) p_{u}(u) du$$  \hspace{1cm} (24)

Putting in the terms from (22) and (23), we found

$$p(v) = \frac{1}{2\sqrt{\pi}} \frac{G}{b^{N}} \sum_{n=1}^{N} \sqrt{\frac{1}{2}} \Gamma \left( \frac{1}{2}, \frac{(v-u)^{2}}{C} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (25)

where $T_{n(1)}$ is

$$T_{n(1)} = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \Gamma \left( \frac{1}{2}, \frac{(v-u)^{2}}{C} \right) \exp \left( -\frac{u^{2}}{2Nb} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (26)

By Substituting pdfs of $p(v)$ and $p_{v|u}(v \mid u)$ in (15) and utilizing (13), $\hat{u}$ estimate is provided as

$$\hat{u} = N \sum_{n=1}^{N} \frac{T_{n(2)}}{T_{n(1)}} \frac{T_{n(2)}}{T_{n(1)}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (27)

Where, $T_{n(2)}$ is given by

$$T_{n(2)} = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} u^{2N} \Gamma \left( \frac{1}{2}, \frac{(v-u)^{2}}{C} \right) \exp \left( -\frac{u^{2}}{2Nb} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (28)

Since we could not find any closed form solution for the integrals in (26) and (28), we have solved them numerically.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We are using following simulation setup:

- Synchronous MIMO-CDMA system with random signature sequence having length 30.
- Flat Rayleigh fading channel.
- Received signal having noise which is AWGN.
- 5 and 10 users, respectively.
- $2 \times 2$ MIMO system.
Fig. 2. Mean Squared Error (MSE).

Fig. 3. Channel Coefficients (Rayleigh).

Fig. 4. MSE for competing algorithms for 6 users at SNR value of 10 dB.

Fig. 5. MSE for competing algorithms for 12 at an SNR of 18 dB.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a pilot aided channel estimating technique for MIMO - CDMA systems is presented. This technique utilizes minimum mean squared error estimation of corrupted information in a flat fading channel along with noise. Simulation results predicts theoretical predictions are strongly validated for different values of SNR and users.
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